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Architecture & Landscape

Kazuo Shinohara View From This Side (New Edition)
Rollo Press Zurich 2021-11-01
ISBN 9783906213385
$ 29.1* -- Idea Code 21684
author: C. Dehli ; A Grolimund ; D.b. Stewart
Besides designing buildings, the celebrated Japanese architect Kazuo Shinohara (1925–2006) also
travelled extensively, always with a camera in hand. Presented here is a selection of his rarely seen
colour slides that were primarily intended for personal use. The majority are quick snapshots taken
while casually moving through cities – street scenes, impressions of the cityscape, and monumental
buildings – in order to record details, unusual perspectives, and sometimes merely oddities.
Selected from five significant overseas journeys Shinohara made between 1972 and 1985, the
pictures constitute the diary of a seasoned architect. With an essay by Simona Ferrari.
98 p, ills colour & bw, 13 x 18 cm, pb, English
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AV Monographs 238: Estudioherreros - Technology And Type
Avisa Madrid 2021-11-01
ISBN 9788409341474
$ 44.1* -- Idea Code 21654
Coinciding with the opening of the New Munch Museum in Oslo, AV Monographs 238 features the
complete oeuvre of the Madrid-based estudioHerreros. The city, sustainability, and typological
revision are some the key interests of Juan Herreros, who seeks, through his studio, to channel his
academic, research, and professional work from a global perspective across disciplines. Over these
past fifteen years the office has completed works of different program and scale, but always tackled
through experimentation and critical distance. Their project list includes international commissions,
housing in Spain, and spaces for art.
126 p, ills colour & bw, 24 x 30 cm, pb, Spanish/English
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Arquitectura Viva 238: Studio Zhu Pei - Four Museums
Avisa Madrid 2021-11-01
ISBN 02141256
$ 23.55* -- Idea Code 21653
Born in 1962, the Chinese architect Zhu Pei attended Tsinghua University and UC Berkeley to then
set up practice in Beijing in 2005 and produce an extraordinary corpus of cultural works that have
made him a leading figure of his generation in China. Arquitectura Viva features four recent ones:
the Imperial Kilm Museum in Jingdezhen, the Culture Center in Shou County, the Art Center in Zibo,
and the CUBE Art Museum in Beijing.
80 p, ills colour & bw, 24 x 30 cm, pb, Spanish/English
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AV Proyectos 107: Kengo Kuma
Avisa Madrid 2021-11-01
ISBN 1697493X
$ 15.2* -- Idea Code 21652
AV Proyectos 107 devotes its dossier to a selection of Kengo Kuma’s latest projects, ranging from
subtle interventions on heritage to large cultural complexes, always paying special attention to the
materials and applying local building methods. The chapter after this presents the winning project by
José María Sánchez in the competition for the refurbishment of the historic Castello Visconteo in the
Swiss town of Locarno, as well as three shortlisted proposals. The issue also features six examples
of pavilions that prove the potential for research and innovation of this building type. The detail
section covers the station designed by Benedetta Tagliabue for the new metropolitan line of Naples.
80 p, ills colour & bw, 24 x 30 cm, pb, Spanish/English
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The Floating Community
The Architectural Publisher B Copenhagen 2021-12-01
ISBN 9788792700360
$ 51.75* -- Idea Code 21685
author: Henrik Valeur
Variously known as the Harbour of Peace and the Pirate Harbour, the floating community is a
spontaneously evolved and self-organised haven for people living on the fringes of society, yet it is
centrally situated Copenhagen next to Christiania and an upscale residential area. For more than a
decade, people have been living here in self-refurbished boats and self-constructed houses on rafts,
clustered around existing jetties, mooring poles, and sunken boats. This community of outsider
artists, poets, lost souls, and dreamers is one of diversity, prone to both antagonistic disruption and
mutual fertilisation. Danish architect and urbanist Henrik Valeur explores its many facets in this
book.
264 p, ills colour & bw, 20 x 24 cm, pb, English
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Graduation 2021 Design Academy Eindhoven
Design Academy Eindhoven Eindhoven 2021-11-01
ISBN 9789491400476
$ 50.45* -- Idea Code 21614
Inviting you to browse through the themes, materials, and methodologies of this year’s 166
graduation projects, the 2021 graduation catalogue of the Design Academy Eindhoven presents four
navigational indexes. Each is a symbolic index of both the design field and our times. To understand
“reality” as an index, it should be noted that the word “index” does not only refer to an ordered list
or directory. After all, it is also the finger used to point, notably at touchscreens. So rather than
providing an overarching narrative, the indexes here (standard index, visual index, word frequency
index, project index) are tools to explore how different readings and realities emerge by design.
408 p, ills colour & bw, 17 x 24 cm, pb, English
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Research For People Who (Think They) Would Rather Create
Onomatopee Eindhoven 2021-11-11
ISBN 9789493148437
$ 19.4* -- Idea Code 21721
author: Dirk Vis
What is artistic research? What is a research document? How do these relate to the making
process, invention, and creativity? What exactly is expected of me? If you have ever asked yourself
any of these questions, then this book is for you. Research For People Who (Think They) Would
Rather Create addresses all relevant aspects that need to be considered during a research and
documentation process, such as: finding the right topic and approach; formulating your research
question; working out your methods; choosing one or more suitable writing styles; and considering
the possible roles of visual, virtual, auditory, embodied, and spatial materials.
136 p, ills ills bw, 13 x 20 cm, pb, English
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Materialia Lumina - Contemporary Artist's Books From The Codex International
Bookfair
Codex Foundation Berkeley 2021-12-01
ISBN 9780911221657
$ 100.1* -- Idea Code 21723
author: Various
Published in conjunction with an exhibition at Stanford University Libraries and the Boston
Athenaeum, this volume shows how contemporary artists’ books integrate concept, materials, and
technique in a way that allows “high craft” to converge with “high concept” and result in a “book art
object”. The selection appears as part of an archival enterprise geared towards a cultural record of
this moment in which we live. Each artists’ book has been diligently presented on the initiative of
the CODEX Foundation, which aims to preserve and promote the handmade book as a work of art,
bringing public recognition to the artists, craftsmanship, and rich history of the civilisation of the
book.
390 p, ills colour & bw, 24 x 31 cm, hb, English
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Lsd #02 - A Typographic Issue
Le Signe Design Paris 2021-11-01
ISBN 9782957204410
$ 16.7* -- Idea Code 21657
author: J. M. Geridan Ed.
‘Le Signe Design’ (LSD) is a periodical platform for production, distribution, creative support,
dialogue, and mediation between the artistic field of graphic design and the public. The work of font
designer Jean-François Rey and his exhibition ‘Typography and comics’ is the focus of its second
issue, with the aim of drawing attention to the position of font designers and considering the
evolution of a practice and technological rupture. Also featured are a text on the history of art and
graphic design by Catherine Guiral, Frank Adebiaye’s studies on “free” fonts, and an essay by
Camille Circlude on research into inclusive, non-binary, post-binary, or even genderfuck
typographical practices.
224 p, ills colour & bw, 13x19 cm, pb, French/English
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Faire - Volume 9 (31,32,33,34)
Editions Empire Paris 2021-11-01
ISBN 9791095991199
$ 36.15* -- Idea Code 21656
The ninth volume of the bi-monthly magazine dedicated to graphic design bundles together an
interview by James Langdon with Stuart Bertolotti-Bailey, co-founder of the arts journal ‘Dot Dot
Dot’ and co-editor of its successor, ‘Bulletins of the Serving Library’; an investigation into the
topical graphic designer and illustrator Bráulio Amado; a curious look at how the emergence of the
gothic novel in the 19th century gave rise to an entire genre of tentacled predatory plants; and an
analysis by Thierry Chancogne of the “most beautiful book”, asking what has become of the term
as applied to typography since 1943 and the establishment of the “Most Beautiful Swiss Books”
award.
72 p, ills colour & bw, 21 x 29 cm, pb, French/English
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Graphic Design In The Post-Digital Age - A Survey Of Practices Fuelled By Creative
Coding
Onomatopee Eindhoven 2021-11-11
ISBN 9789493148680
$ 31.05* -- Idea Code 21713
author: Demian Conrad ; Nicolas Nova
Graphic Design in the Post-Digital Age examines the challenges and opportunities in the wake of
the rapid rise of creative coding within a growing community of designers opting to make their own
design tools. This comprehensive overview covers educational approaches in design programs and
the historic and economic contexts of programming in graphic design, as well as the implications
surrounding the integration of coding with design. The book includes over twenty interviews in which
major figures in design reflect upon the ways in which coding has innovated and transformed their
design practice and strategies, and the directions it will take in the future.
600 p, ills ills bw, 16 x 21 cm, pb, English
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Lithium: States Of Exhaustion
Het Nieuwe Instituut / Arq Rotterdam 2021-10-01
ISBN 9789569571886
$ 36.5* -- Idea Code 21715
author: F. Diaz ; A. Kubrak ; M. Otero Eds.
Since its discovery, lithium was presented as a cure for the exhaustion that the capitalist economy
exerts on bodies. Prescribed since 1817 for treating mania and depression, it is now better known
as a vital element for the transition to renewable energies. Yet an increasing dependence its
extraction is causing the degradation and collapse of entire ecosystems. From salt flats in Bolivia
and evaporation pools in Chile’s Atacama Desert to spa resorts in Europe, this bilingual and bipolar
investigation brings together the arguments and views of activists, biologists, academics, journalists,
architects, and philosophers on lithium extraction, pharmacology, and mental health.
272 p, ills colour, 17 x 24 cm, pb, English
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Trigger 3: Care
Fw: Books Amsterdam 2021-11-01
ISBN 9789083165844
$ 20.7* -- Idea Code 21686
Care is everywhere and at the same time society faces a ‘care problem’. How do artists and
photographers create more caring relationships between humans, technology, and nature, given the
challenges? An editorial commitment to care by an international Belgian-Dutch-German team leads
to a variety of artistic practices and underrepresented stories. Theoretical text contributions, visual
contributions, and experimental, hybrid formats stand side by side. 'Trigger 3: Care' eventually
gathers many forms of care through photography and visual art practices.
96 p, ills colour & bw, 24 x 32 cm, pb, English
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Beksinski The Collected Works 1: Paintings & Photographs
Treville
ISBN 9784309921679
$ 80.75* -- Idea Code
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Simone Gooch + Derek Henderson - Rosa
Perimeter Editions Melbourne 2021-09-01
ISBN 9781922545046
$ 66.95* -- Idea Code 21690
The still-life floral arrangements that comprise florist Simone Gooch and photographer Derek
Hernderson’s collaborative project both expound and subvert the loaded historical and aesthetic
potentials of its central subject matter. In 2019 they worked together with Matthews Nurseries Ltd. –
a multi-generational family rose farm in New Zealand – to source, select, and cut the many unique
rose varieties that appear in this book. The results are quiet yet spectacular, poetic yet expressive,
with Henderson capturing Gooch’s highly sculptural and unconventionally elegant floral signature
with casual warmth and formalist precision. With an extensive interview and detailed flower index.
112 p, ills colour, 24 x 34 cm, pb, English
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Subway 13
Erik Van Der Weijde Amsterdam 2021-12-01
ISBN
$ 11.65* -- Idea Code 21706
‘Subway’ magazine is designed, edited, and published by Erik van der Weijde through his imprint,
4478zine. Unless otherwise specified, all images appearing in the magazine were bought on eBay
and remain part of the publisher’s archive. This issue’s contributors include the photographers Liv
Liberg and Mark Peckmezian, as well as the Amsterdam-based graphic design studio Experimental
Jetset, which presents an imposing spread of T-shirts. The issue also includes a few quotes and
random facts on topics ranging from Gianni Versace and Hulk Hogan to how to create a
PowerPoint.
30 p, ills colour & bw, 17 x 24 cm, pb, English
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Heinz Peter Knes - E.m.t. In Msp
Edition Taube Munich 2021-10-01
ISBN 9783945900833
$ 42.3* -- Idea Code 21638
The story of the reception of E.M.T. in MSP is a curious one. While still a student in the mid 90s,
artist Heinz Peter Knes began photographing his younger siblings in the small town of Fellen in
Lower Franconia. The photos were plucked by various fashion magazines from the early 2000s
forward and presented in a variety of concepts. The images contained something that the editors
craved: youth and a sense of intimate outsiderness. Named aftert the siblings, Eva, Mirjam and
Thomas, and the district of Main- Spessart, the complexity of E.M.T. in MSP can be seen as an
organizing principal designed to save it from a too-quick revelation.
116 p, ills colour & bw, 23x32 cm, pb, English
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Roos Theuws - Binntal
Roos Theuws Amsterdam 2021-11-01
ISBN
$ 38.8* -- Idea Code 21694
author: Ijsbrand Hummelen
Based in Amsterdam, Roos Theuws is known for her video installations in which light and sound are
the subject matter, physical phenomena whose coherence is a product of interpretation. Her keen
awareness of this fact is apparent in both her photography and video installations, where she often
deconstructs the image for the viewer. ‘Binntal’ was inspired by a walk in the Swiss Alps in early
spring, when myriads of tiny flowers emerge from the thawing snow to dot the landscape. She
wondered what would happen if all the colours of that landscape were mixed together, and
proceeded to take the many pictures which have resulted in this meticulously executed colour study.
64 p, ills colour, 21 x 30 cm, pb, English
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Sibylle Eimermacher - A Guide Through Hue
The Eriskay Connection Breda 2021-10-01
ISBN 9789492051752
$ 51.75* -- Idea Code 21702
author: Sibylle Eimermacher
Sibylle Eimermacher is a German-born artist who has lived in the Netherlands for more than two
decades. A few years ago, the reds, browns, and purples of granite and porphyry found on sandy
Dutch terrains caught her eye. Research into these glacial erratics pointed her to two regions, the
Dalarna province in Sweden and the Åland archipelago in Finland, reawakening her urge to travel
north. ‘A Guide Through Hue’ is the outcome of her quest, leading to where the rocks lay bare, to
the open veins that pigment the landscape as they leave behind their native Scandinavian bedrock
to eventually fade into the Dutch flatlands – a surrender to the universal condition of constant
change.
368 p, ills colour, 22 x 30 cm, pb, English
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Charlotte Dumas - Ao (Blue)
Fw: Books Amsterdam 2021-12-10
ISBN 9789083165851
$ 41.4* -- Idea Code 21705
author: Maria Barnas
Since 2015 Charlotte Dumas has studied the Japanese island of Yonaguni and the criticallyendangered breed of native horses that roam freely across it. A tragic part of the island’s past
comes through in her characteristically intimate films and photos. In round glass objects, ballet
shoes, or a horse’s girth cloth, a special blue colour recurs to link Japanese nature, the island’s
horses, and three young girls, whose spirited independence brings a new energy to Yonaguni.
80 p, ills colour, 24 x 29 cm, pb, English
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Louis Lüthi- On The Self-Reflexive Page II
Roma Publications Amsterdam 2021-12-01
ISBN 9789464460049
$ 32.35* -- Idea Code 21704
Originally published in 2010, ‘On the Self-Reflexive Page’ is part artist’s book and part essay, part
literary excavation and part typographical miscellany. For this second incarnation of Louis Lüthi’s
anthology of thematically arranged pages, the original material has been significantly expanded and
revised. Like its predecessor, the new version proposes a typology of nonverbal elements found in
novels, short stories, and essays. In each of the pages reproduced here, the prose is interrupted by
one of these nonverbal elements, from black or blank pages, drawings or collages, photographs or
film stills, to fragments of text or visual poems that are distinct from a conventional page layout.
304 p, ills colour & bw, 13 x 20 cm, pb, English
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Uta Eisenreich - As If
Roma Publications Amsterdam 2021-08-01
ISBN 9789492811967
$ 54.35* -- Idea Code 21701
This book of photographs is the sequel to ‘A NOT B’ (2010), wherein quotidian items are again
staged and captured through the camera’s unblinking eye. Yet the images are no longer set in the
innocent atmosphere of the preschool years, when the world is read through analogies, but
catapulted into a darker space of representation at the cusp of adolescence, against the backdrop of
a hyper-commercialised world. The compositions create a distinctive play with logic, language, and
meaning. Objects transform from their humble selves into abstract shapes discharged of meaning,
or alternately into advertisements for themselves, charged with desire or bad omens of an ominous
future.
156 , ills colour, 22 x 29 cm, , English
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Anika Schwarzlose - Seeing Into Stone
Roma Publications Amsterdam 2021-11-01
ISBN 9789464460032
$ 25.9* -- Idea Code 21714
author: E. Solowjowa; M. Bakke
The expression “seeing into stone” describes a spiritual practice, a metaphor for tunnel vision,
focusing on what lies within, invisible. Anika Schwarzlose’s project of the same name presents
research and archival materials from various sources. In collages, images taken by the Siberian
documentary photographer Veniamin Metenkov are combined with pictures from archives and
product catalogues of mining and machine suppliers. The collection centres around the human
relationship to rock and soil, and our shared reliance on resources contained within it. Ultimately, our
brief existence seems of little importance in relation to the long arc of geological time.
136 p, ills colour & bw, 14 x 21 cm, pb, English
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See All This 24: Colour Fields, Curated By Claudy Jongstra
See All This Haarlem 2021-11-30
ISBN 24683981
$ 25.8* -- Idea Code 21689
Colour is making a comeback. For so long we’ve been oblivious to the slow disappearance of
colour from the world around us; fields and pastures have become more monochrome, our clothes
have been stripped of their brilliance and our gardens have lost their wilderness. Guest curated by
artist and activist Claudy Jongstra, the winter issue of See All This is coaxing colour back into our
lives. For over twenty years, Jongstra has dedicated her life and her art to the traditional craft of
dying wool with natural pigments. These organically tinted materials are the foundation of her
monumental textile works. Using wool from her own indigenous herd of Drenthe heath sheep and
plants from her own garden, Jongstra creates artworks which attest to the beauty and import of
nature’s colour palette.
200 p, ills colour & bw, 21 x 27 cm, pb, English
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The Beheading Of The Fruit Fly How Will I Know If You Are Truly A Sentient Being?) Antye Guenther
Fw: Books Amsterdam 2021-03-01
ISBN 9789490119973
$ 32.35* -- Idea Code 21683
A vinyl publication dealing with seductive, nevertheless problematic computer-brain-analogies while
acknowledging potential other-than-human intelligence/intelligent behaviour. It unfolds a poetic
narrative of the machine that is talking back, questioning human thinking and perception of the world
in restrictive (binary) categories while at the same time expressing its longing for connection and for
merging with its surrounding. The vinyl of 'The Beheading of the Fruit Fly' contains electromagnetic
sound emission of JUQUEEN, initially the fifth most powerful supercomputer in the world, located at
the Forschungszentrum Jülich in Germany.
32 p, ills colour, 32 x 32 cm, pb, English
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Clara Amaral - She Gave It To Me I Got It From Her
Kunstverein Amsterdam 2021-11-01
ISBN 9789490629250
$ 32.35* -- Idea Code 21691
author: Clara Amaral
This volume is part of artist Clara Amaral’s broader research on publishing modalities and their
relation to performative practices. With an artistic practice grounded in an interdisciplinary
perspective, she questions what it means to be a reader, to be a writer, aiming to expand existing
modes of reading and writing. In particular she investigates innovative publishing modalities and the
performative aspect of writing and language through an intersectional feminist approach. Driven by
her explorations of “hand choreography”, the volume reveals personal narratives that expand into a
political dimension while also focusing on the legal expression of identity and how we exist in the
world.
864 p, no ills, 21 x 30 cm, pb, English
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Echoing Exhibition Views - Subjectivity In Post-Digital Times
Onomatopee Eindhoven 2021-11-11
ISBN 9789493148239
$ 18.1* -- Idea Code 21716
author: M. B?hler ; E. Landstr?m ; E.a.
This publication explores the different medialities and intersubjective shifts that follow the moment of
seeing a physical exhibition today. It takes the digitized exhibition view as starting point for artistic
and theoretic reflections on post-digital culture, hyperreality and its relation to subjectivity. Focusing
on the transformative potential of the exhibition as circulating view, this publication asks how it
transfers again into a subjective mode of perspective through the artistic lens. So what is at stake
when an exhibition circulates as a digital view? And how does its digital presence in turn affect and
transform the subjective experience of seeing a physical exhibition?
80 p, ills ills colour, 17 x 24 cm, pb, English
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Peter Vos - 333 Birds
Thoth Bussum 2021-11-01
ISBN 9789068688467
$ 44* -- Idea Code 21726
author: S. Woldhek E.a.
The Dutch illustrator and graphic artist Peter Vos (1935–2010) was fascinated by birds and diligently
recorded all sorts in bird diaries. Although he also made many drawings of metamorphoses,
mythical creatures, and erotic scenes, all characterised by a melancholic sense of humour, Vos is
probably best known for his pen-and-ink drawings and watercolours of birds. The album ‘333 Birds’
is undoubtedly a high point in his career, comprising accurate depictions of well over 100 different
species. This facsimile, published four decades after Vos completed his album together with a
wealth of introductory texts and illustrations, is a beautiful tribute to the winged creatures he most
cherished.
368 p, ills colour, 12 x 20 cm, pb, English
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